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Abstract
In this paper, we present a probabilistic analysis of breadthfirst beam search on trees. The work is divided into two parts.
First, we introduce a ranking model to characterize the nodes
in a search space and discuss the condition for provable optimality of beam search in terms of the ranking model. We also
formulate a method to compute the probability of optimal termination of beam search for a specific beam width. Next, we
analyze the node expansion properties of beam search using a
uniform cost tree model and establish a relationship between
the probability of optimal termination and the search space
configuration. The analysis explains certain interesting characteristics of beam search including the possibility of nonmonotonic progress with increasing search efforts.

1 Introduction
Beam search (Rich & Knight 1991; Zhang 1999) reduces
the memory/time requirement of breadth-first (or best-first)
search by focusing the search effort into the most promising parts of the search space. In general, beam search builds
its search frontier in a breadth-first manner. At each level,
it generates all successors of the states at the current level
and sorts them in order of increasing heuristic values. However, it only stores a predetermined number (termed as the
beam width) of states at each level, and the remaining nodes
are pruned off permanently. By restricting the node expansions, the memory/time complexity of beam search becomes linear in the depth of search. However, as beam
search enforces inadmissible and permanent pruning (beyond a limited choice), the search is not guaranteed to be
complete or optimal1 . In recent years, beam search and its
variants have attained widespread application in various domains (Zhou & Hansen 2005; Habenicht & Mönch 2002;
Tillmann & Ney 2003), successfully solving large scale
problems under resource limitations.
Despite the wide and successful use, nothing much about
the characteristics of beam search has been discussed in recent literature, apart from its obvious limitations of incompleteness and non-optimality. On the other hand, there are a
number of questions regarding beam search, like,
Copyright c 2009, authors listed above. All rights reserved.
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It may be noted there are variants of beam search, such as beam
stack search (Zhou & Hansen 2005), which overcome these drawbacks of incompleteness and non-optimality.

1. Under which conditions is beam search guaranteed to find
the optimal solution?,
2. What is probability of a successful termination of beam
search for a particular search space and beam width specification?,
3. Is the quality of results guaranteed to improve with an
increase in beam width?, etc,
which still remain unanswered and requires further investigation. In this work, we try to study some these questions
from an analytical point of view.
For our analysis, we use the concept of ‘rank’ of a node
in a particular level of a search tree (Aine, Chakrabarti, &
Kumar 2009). We define a set of independent and conditional rank terminologies and derive the necessary and sufficient condition for optimal termination of beam search. We
also present a generic probabilistic model for computing the
probability of convergence2 of beam search for a given beam
width.
In the next phase, we analyze the node expansion characteristics of beam search in terms of the uniform cost search
tree model (Pearl 1984; Chenoweth & Davis 1991) and
present a methodology to compute the convergence probability directly from the search space configuration and the
heuristic error distributions. We use the proposed model to
investigate the performance of beam search across different
search space configurations and heuristic error bounds. The
results reveal that the expected quality of beam search can
be non-monotonic with beam width3 . We discuss the reasons behind such non-monotonic behavior and identify the
condition under which beam search is guaranteed to have
monotonic progress.
In a summary, this paper presents an analytical model to
characterize the convergence of beam search along with a
methodology to compute the convergence probability conditioned by the beam width cut-off. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to study the properties of beam
2

We use the term convergence to denote the expansion of the
optimal cost goal node. Convergence probability denotes the probability of expanding the optimal cost goal node.
3
The possibility of such non-monotonic progress of beam
search was experimentally observed in (Chu & Wah 1992a). Also,
such pathological behaviors of heuristic search have been investigated in other works (Nau 1982; V.Bulitko et al. 2003)

search from such a viewpoint.

2

Rank of a Node

Pearl (Pearl 1984) presents an analysis of the expected node
expansions of the A* algorithm depending on the heuristic accuracies. The A* algorithm expands nodes in the increasing order of their  values. This global competition
policy performed by A* ensures that before termination it
would expand all nodes having cost less than4 the optimal
solution cost. We observe that the nodes on the ‘optimalpath’ are usually very competitive among nodes at their locality and if we can restrict the node expansions up to the
‘optimal-path’ node5 at a given level, we can attain optimality with fewer expansions (Aine, Chakrabarti, & Kumar
2009). Following this observation, we introduce the concept
of ‘rank’ of a node (‘rank’ denotes the relative position of a
node in terms of  value among a set of nodes at a particular level) and establish its relation with the convergence
of a search algorithm. We assume that our search space is
a finite depth tree (depth =  ) with a unique optimal cost
solution. We also assume that the heuristic used is consistent (Zhang 1999). We consider five sets of nodes for each
level ( ) of a search tree, defined as follows,
Definition 1.   : For a given level ,   denotes the
set of nodes belonging to that level that are surely expanded
by A*, thus,
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Where  ! is the cost of the optimal solution, is the start
node and  &( ) is the ‘optimal-path’ node at level .
Definition 2. *+  : For a given level , *+  denotes the
set of nodes (belonging to level ) that have  -value less than
the ‘optimal-path’ node at that level ( ) plus the ‘optimalpath’ node at that level, i.e.,
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Where '&( ) is the ‘optimal-path’ node at level .
Definition 3. -. 0/213 : For a given level , -4 0/516 (for
1.78:9 ) denotes the set of nodes expanded by the beam
search algorithm (beam width = 1 ) at that level. Thus,
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Where >?@A'  among a set of nodes is defined as the position of  if the nodes in the chosen set are sorted (in an
increasing order) according their   values.
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Node expansion characteristics of A* also depends on the possibility of ties and the tie-breaking choices. In this work, we ignore
the tie-breaking overheads. However, the results can be extended
to consider the possibility of ties.
5
An ‘optimal-path’ node at a given level is the predecessor of
the optimal cost goal node.

Definition 4. KL 0/213 : For a given level , K  0/213 denotes
the set of nodes that have  -value less than the ‘optimalpath’ node at that level ( ) and whose parents belong to
-4 MHJ9/516 , plus the ‘optimal-path’ node at that level, i.e.,
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Definition 5. UV 0/21/;WX : For a given level , UV 0/51=/;WX denotes the set of nodes at level that have  -value less than
the parameter WY?@ and whose parents belong to -4 ZH[9/513 ,

UV 0/51=/;WX
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From the definitions, we observe that for each level A*
expands at least L  nodes, where as *+  denotes the set
of nodes which always contains the ‘optimal-path’ node and
all the nodes having estimated cost less than the ‘optimalpath’ node. Therefore, if we expand only *+  nodes at a
given level, convergence is ensured. Next, we define a few
rank related terminologies, denoting the cardinalities of the
above mentioned sets.
Definition 6. ^`_ba !   : It is the maximum rank of a node
at level among nodes in the same level, which is surely
expanded by A*, i.e.,

^`_ba !  c  \
(6)
d@eb_f  : It is the rank of the ‘optimal-path’

Definition 7.
node at a level among all the nodes at level , i.e.,

(7)
dYeb_f g *+ \
hieb_j 0/213 : It is the rank of the ‘optimal-

Definition 8.
path’ node at a level among all the nodes in the open list
which are at level when for each level lk ( k ), at most 1
nodes are expanded, i.e.,

hieb_f 0/213g K  0/2136

(8)

From the definitions, we observe that the ^`_ba !   and
are inherent properties of the search space (and the
heuristic values). On the other hand, the hieb_f 0/516 values
depend on the choice of cut-off ( 1 ) values as well as on the
search space characteristics. Next, we formally establish the
relation between these rank values.
Theorem 1.
m

d@eb_f 

0/npoqnoJ%/]dYeb_f roJ^`_ba !  

(9)

0/foJoJs/hieb_f 0/213BoJd@eb_f 
18tu9

(10)
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Theorem 2.

for any 1r

Proofs of these two theorems can be obtained directly
from the definitions. For a given level of the search tree,
d@eb_f  is the rank of the ‘optimal-path’ node among all
the nodes belonging to level . A* will aways expand the

‘optimal-path’ node at a given level, additionally it may also
expand some more nodes (which have estimated costs less
than the  ! value), thus, dYeb_f Jov^`_ba !   . On the
other hand, hiew_f 0/516 restricts the number competing nodes
through bounds on expansion at earlier levels. Therefore
the hieb_f 0/213 value is upper bounded by the independent
‘optimal-path’ rank value ( d@eb_f  ).
The above presented theorems establish the relationship
between the different conditional and independent rank values. In the rest of this paper, we shall use these rank definitions to characterize the convergence properties of beam
search.

3 Characterizing Beam Search
In this section, we formalize the properties of beam search
in terms of the convergence probability. We start our discussion by defining the conditions for guaranteed convergence and subsequently move on to the probabilistic models
to compute the convergence probability of beam search conditioned by the beam width choice.
Conditions for Guaranteed Convergence In Section 2
we introduced the concept of hieb_f 0/516 at a given level
of a search tree, which denotes the rank of the ‘optimalpath’ node among nodes in the open list when at all earlier levels k ( kx+ ), at most 1 nodes are expanded. Now,
among the nodes in the open list only the best 1 nodes will
be chosen for expansion (in beam search). This implies that
the ‘optimal-path’ node (at level ) is expanded only when
1wthieb_f 0/213 . Therefore, the convergence of beam search
depends on the hieb_f 0/516 values. In the following theorem
we formally define the optimality criterion of beam search.
Theorem 3. Beam Search ( 1 ) successfully converges if and
m
only if
(11)
0/5yoqnoJs/%hieb_f ;/513oq1

Corollary 1. Beam
Search ( 1 ) successfully converges if
m

;/zpo.oqs/Gd@eb_f oq1

(12)

Expected Convergence Probability Theorem 3 discusses
the condition under which beam search guarantees optimality and shows that if the beam width is equal or more than
the conditional optimal node rank then search is guaranteed
to terminate. However, the condition can not be directly
applied to obtain a deterministic answer about the convergence of beam search as the actual rank values (both conditional and independent) are unknown. Moreover, determination of a strict rank bound
is not likely, because if we
C
-hard
problems (like TSP) then
get
a
constant
bound
on

C
C
 is proved. Thus, instead of determining a constant
rank value, we propose to obtain a probabilistic distribution
of the hieb_f ;/513 values, and use that distribution to compute the convergence probability of beam search. For this,
we define a term called goal expansion probability, {YD5|} 0/213
of beam search (for a given level and a beam width 1 ).
Definition 9. {YD5|} 0/213 : {YD5|n 0/213 denotes the probability
of expanding an ‘optimal-path’ node at level when it is

already in the open list and the beam width chosen is 1 , i.e.,

{XD5|} ;/513

C

 hieb_f ;/513o 13

(13)

{XD5|} ;/513 represents the probability of obtaining the
‘optimal-path’ node within the best (in terms of   ) 1 nodes at level ; when the ‘optimal-path’ node lies in the
open list and for each predecessor level the node expansion
is restricted by the beam width choice 1 . Thus, with {XD5|} ;/513
we define a model, representing the chance of expanding the
‘optimal-path’ node at a level if a maximum number of 1
nodes are expanded at that level.
Using this definition, the (global) expected probability of
convergence for beam search using a chosen beam width 1
can be defined as,
C

 13
Definition 10. Expected Convergence Probability ~ph
of a search space represents the probability of obtaining the
optimal cost goal node if at each level of the search space
at most
C 1 nodes are expanded. From the earlier definitions
~yh  13 can be expressed as,
~ph
considering 

C

 13S
S

))" X{ D5|} 0/516
))" C  hieb_f 0/213o 13

(14)

to be the goal depth.

For any level, the ‘optimal-path’ node expansion probability is conditioned by the expansion probabilities of its
predecessors, as a node can not be expanded if all of its
predecessors areC not expanded. Therefore, the convergence
13 ) can be formulated as a joint probabilprobability (~yh
ity of all {YD5|n 0/213 values for all levels ( fo.oJ ).

4 Beam Search on Uniform Search Tree
Model
In this section, we compute the conditional rank values as
a function of search space configuration and heuristic errors considering a uniform cost search tree model ( a modified version of the search trees used in (Pearl 1984)). Our
search space is modeled as a uniform -ary tree  , with a
unique start state  and a unique goal state  , situated at a
distance  from  (Figure 1). The solution path is given
as ( BH7'&( H7'&( ;H7H7'&( 8'=/z ) where
'&\(  denotes the ‘optimal-path’ node at level  . The trees
        are sub-trees of  , one level removed from the
‘optimal-path’. Each ’off-course’ sub-tree   is rooted at
a direct successor of "&\(  ' which is off the solution path
(there are Hq9 such   for each  ). An ’off-course’ node6
is labeled as  (  , where  denotes the level of that node and
 denotes the root level of the ’off-course’ sub-tree (} ) to
which the node belongs.
Using the above mentioned search tree model, first we
compute the hieb_f ;/513 values for each level of the search
tree. Later, we shall use these results to estimate the converC
 16 ).
gence probability of the beam search technique ( ~yh
For this, we define the following terminologies.
6

An ‘off-course’ node is a node which does not lie in the
‘optimal-path’ to goal.
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Lemma 2. With the uniform tree model and the uniform
( ³ Z/5D6· ) heuristic error distribution, the {X®|} 5/5  and "0|}2/5 
values are computed as,
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Figure 1: Uniform binary tree (model)
Definition 11. competitive goal probability {X®|} 2/z  :
{X®|} 5/5  denotes the probability of  ( )  being less than
the estimated cost (  -value) of the ‘optimal-path’ node at
that level ( ), i.e.,

{X®|n2/z

C

  "( )  '&( ) z

(15)

Definition 12. competitive non-goal probability "®|n2//5 
: "0|}2/l/5  denotes the probability of }( )  being less
than M5( )  where ( ) and M5( ) are two off-course nodes at
the same level ( ) but belonging to two different off-course
subtrees (  and   respectively), i.e.,

C
"®|n2//5 < " ( ) BJ Mz( ) z¯/
where   ( ) and  5( ) are two off-course nodes at level
belonging to   and   respectively

,

(16)
The competitive probability values denote the chance
of expansion for a node   ( ) , when directly competed
against the ‘optimal-path’ node ({Y®|n2/z ) or some other
‘off-course’ node Tz( ) ("®|n2//5  ) at level . Next, we estimate these expansion probability values from the heuristic
information. We assume that the relative estimation errors
are independent random variables  D  o±°$fo±D²\ with
an arbitrary distribution function, i.e.,

° ´³ µ ! <H¶µ}®·¸µ ! 

(17)

Lemma 1. For -ary uniform search trees with the chosen
heuristic error model (Equation 17),

C
{X®|n2/zn¹9rH  ° Hº°$»{Z=¼
 Hºz¸X ¾½[¿½.ÀZ;9Hº0;
(18)
oqÀZ;9$½[THº0z¸X ¾½[¿½.ÀZ;9Hº0;z
C
"®|n2//z`9rH  °$  Hº°$"²=¼
 ½4¿½.ÀZ09rHsY;5¸X ¾½4¿½4À¿09rHº0;
(19)
o ÀZVHÁ05¸X ¾½4¿½4À¿09rHº0;;
Where ° , °{X , °   and °² are identically distributed random variables within  D/5D ²  bound.
To further quantify the competitive probabilities and to
understand its relation with heuristic accuracy, we choose an
error distribution function. We assume that °  is a random
variable uniformly distributed over  Z/zD= .

Q
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POP if  ÂÃ7J\ ²
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P otherwise
(20)
?j¹HÅDY H¶PR z¸Z ±½[¿½.ÀZ;9rHÁ0z¯/
1rD@/
Å¹ ?b½.135¸ÆÀX/ a"Â
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Q  if1$H¶
 Â 7J6 ²
"®|} 5/l/z  OPP
9rHq ÂVHÄ13 ¸X ÂiH¶?Y6 1H¶?X¯/
PPR otherwise
(21)
?j¹HÅD@ ¾½[¿½.ÀZ;9HsY;5¸X ½4¿½.ÀZ09rHº0;3/
1BSD@/
rc ?i½.13z¸ÀX/z?@"Â
ÂjÀ¿VHº05¸X ±½4¿½4À¿09rHº®z
Next, we estimate the hieb_j 0/213 using these competi-

tive probabilities. The basic idea is as follows, for a given
level , the relative ‘optimal-path’ node rank can be obtained
by competing  &\(  with all the nodes in the open list and
finding out how many times the ‘optimal-path’ node gets
beaten by an ‘off-course’ node. The probabilistic summation of of all such events will determine the distribution of
hieb_j 0/2C 13 , which in turn can be used to obtain the {YD5|} 0/213
 13 values for a given beam width 1 .
and ~ph
A node at level (whether ‘on-course’ or ‘off-course’) is
present in the open list only when its parent at level HÇ9
has already been expanded. Thus, apart from the independent competitive (goal and non-goal) probabilities, we need
to compute the expansion probabilities of its parent nodes.
For the ‘optimal-path’ nodes, we have already defined the
conditional rank probabilities. Therefore, the probability of
'&\( ) to be in the open list can be calculated using the following equation.

C


 '&( )nFse|ID"È E;<S zz '')» " {YD5|}/513
C
S zz"")» '  hieb_f/213Bo 31 ;

(22)

The same rank properties have not yet been been established
for the ‘off-course’ nodes. Next, we define the conditional
rank probabilities of an ‘off-course’ node   ( ) using the set
UV 0/51=/;WX (Equation 5, Section 2).

Definition 13. hbÉeb_f2/z;/513 : It is the rank of an ‘offcourse’ node " ( ) among the nodes in the open list that are
also at level when for all levels k$´ , at most 1 nodes in
the open list are expanded, i.e.,

h Éeb_f ;/513g Uy ;/51/2" ( )6
b
(23)
The hbÉeb_f2/50/516 values can be obtained by computing
the cardinality of set Uy ;/51/zWY using the  -value of the given
node (" ( ) ) as the cut-off parameter (W@?Y ). Following this,
we define the expansion probability "Dz|n2/z;/513 of an ‘offcourse’ node ( ( ) ) depending on the chosen beam width 1 .

Definition 14. "Dz|n2/z;/513 : "D5|} 5/50/213 denotes the probability of expanding an ‘off-course’ node   ( ) when it is already in the open list and the beam width chosen is 1 , i.e.,

"D5|} 5/50/213n
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 hbÁeb_j 2/z0/213oJ16;

(24)

Using this definition the probability of an ‘off-course’
node   ( ) to be in open list can be computed as,

C


  ( ) F%e|MD\"È ;E <

 zz "' ' X{ Dz|n/516=¼
 zz'") ' "zD |n2//213

(25)

In the following theorems, we compute the conditional rank
probabilities as a function of search space configuration and
heuristic errors.

Theorem 4. With the uniform cost -ary tree model, the
hieb_f ;/513 function can be approximated as,
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(26)

Theorem 5. With the uniform cost -ary tree model, the
{XDz|n ;/513 probability can be approximated as,
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where Ì , and Í are same as used in Theorem 4, and ÓnÖT is
the standard error function for Normal distribution.

Theorem 6. With the uniform cost

function can be approximated as,
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Theorem 7. With the uniform cost -ary tree model, the
"Dz|n2/z;/513 probability can be approximated as,

"D5|n2/z;/513Ê

Where %ËÉÌ</zÍ" denotes a Normal Distribution function
having mean Ì and standard deviation Í .

{XD5|} 0/516Ê

hbÉeb_f 0/213

-ary tree model, the

Q

9  ¿/ if 1ÅtJ )
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R ÎE;µID>ÏÅ D

(29)

where Ì , and Í are same as used in Theorem 6, and ÓnÖM is
the standard error function for Normal distribution.
The basic idea behind the above formulation is that rank
of a node is determined by the number of nodes having cost
less than its cost, i.e., rank of a node at a given level can be
expressed as the summation of independent Bernoulli trials
with all possible competitive nodes. Therefore, the distribution function of the expected rank values can be calculated as
a sum of Binomial Distributions guided by the heuristic errors. Approximating the Binomial distribution functions using the corresponding Normal distribution, we get the above
presented approximations.
From the results, we observe
that the convergence probC
 13 ) can be calculated directly
ability of beam search ( ~yh
using the search space configuration (depth, branching factor) and the heuristic error information. It should be noted
that the {YD5|n 0/213 and "Dz|n2/z;/513 values depend on the {YD5|
and "Dz| values at levels k ( kÅ± ), i.e., the formulation is
recursive. For practical purposes, these values can be computed in a level by level manner (from yÙ to p ).
Once we obtain the C {XD5|} ;/513 values for each level of the
13 values can be computed by multisearch space the ~yh
plying these {XD5| values using Equation 14. It may be noted
that the formulation presented can also be used to compute

5

Performance of Beam Search on Uniform
Cost Trees

In this section, we use the above mentioned formulation
to evaluate the convergence probabilities of beam search
with different search space configurations and heuristic error bounds. We parameterize the search space (uniform tree)
using the following three parameters, search tree depth ( ),
branching factor ( ) and the heuristic error margin (choice
of D in the uniform distribution model presented).
(1) Tree Depth = 20
(2) Tree Depth = 30
(3) Tree Depth = 40

Probability of Convergence
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1
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Figure 2: Convergence probability vs beam width for uniform binary trees of different depth (heuristic error margin
Dw´9  )

(1) Branching Factor = 2
(2) Branching Factor = 3
(3) Branching Factor = 4
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Figure 4: Convergence probability vs beam width for a uniform binary tree of depth ÀÆ , with different heuristic error
margins
From the results we observe that the convergence probabilities have a monotonic dependency on the search space
size and the heuristic error, i.e., the convergence is delayed
with the increase of tree depth, branching factor and heuristic inaccuracy. However, similar consistency is not observed with the variation in beam width choices. The curves
show that the expected convergence does not follow a monotonic pattern with the increase of beam width cut-off, and
the probability may decrease with increasing beam width
choices. This observation is in contrast to the general perception that with the increase in search effort the convergence probability should increase, and thus can be termed as
an ‘anomalous’ behavior of beam search. The ‘anomalous’
variations reduce with the increase in beam width values
and after a certain point the search progress becomes monotonic with the effort. This transition from non-monotonic
to monotonic progress is attained earlier for smaller search
spaces (Figures 2 and 3) as well as with increased heuristic
accuracy (Figure 4).
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the minimum beam width required for a pre-specified convergence probability target; depending on the search space
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Figure 3: Convergence probability vs beam width for uniform trees (of depth ÀÆ ) with different branching factors
(heuristic error margin Db Z Ú )
In Figure 2, we include the expected convergence vs.
beam width choice results for three uniform binary tree with
depth ÀÆ , Û and Ü , respectively, with D%9  . Figure 3
shows the curves for uniform search trees of depth ÀÆ with
different branching factors (À , Û and Ü respectively)
with Db¿ Ú . In Figure 4, we present the convergence probability curves (with different beam choices) for a uniform
binary tree of depth À , with DL9  , ¿ Ý , Z Ú , and ZÒÑ respectively.

Analysis of the Non-monotonic Progress In a generic situation, the non-monotonic behavior of beam search can be
attributed to the fact that the increase in beam width impacts
probability of expansion of the ‘optimal-path’ node in two
seemingly contrasting directions. On one hand it improves
the chances of an ‘optimal-path’ node at level to be expanded by increasing the number of allowed expansions. On
the other hand it may also increase the rank of the ‘optimalpath’ node by expanding more nodes at higher levels, i.e.,
with increase in beam width number of nodes in the open list
increases, which in effect may increase the conditional rank
of the ‘optimal-path’ node, thus reducing its expansion probability. Therefore, the progress of beam search is directly
related to the conditional rank functions. In the following
theorem, we use this observation to identify the condition
for monotonic progress of beam search.
Theorem 8. For a given search space configuration, beam
search progress is monotonic if for each level of the search
space, the hieb_ function is monotonically non-increasing

with beam width,m i.e., beam search progress is monotonic if

;/}hieb_f 0/2163t
hieb_f 0/21¯²\3/ where 13²b7q1 

(30)

Corollary 2. For any search space, there is a beam width
1¯Þrßzà such that the beam search progress is monotonic for
all beam width choices 1Å7 13Þrß;à .
The above observations indicate that the ‘optimal-path’
node expansion is dependent on the conditional probabilities
up to a certain point only. If the beam width is greater than or
equal to the d@eb_ value at a given level, the ‘optimal-path’
node at that level is always expanded. Therefore, with the
increase of beam width values, the search non-monotonicity
reduces as the expansion probabilities (for more number of
levels) become independent rather than conditional. As the
dYeb_ values are comparatively less for accurate heuristic
values, the monotonicity is attained earlier (Figure 4).
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Discussions and Future Directions

Analytical Models In this paper, we analyzed the basic
characteristics of beam search in the uniform cost search
tree model and relative error based heuristic estimation. This
model has been criticized (Korf & Reid 1998) as it is hard
to estimate the actual error distribution for a heuristic and
such inaccuracy may lead to incorrect predictions. Instead a
static distribution of heuristic values has been recommended
and it is shown that such a model can provide accurate estimations for problems like sliding tile puzzle, Rubik’s cube
etc. Moreover, some analysis uses random trees with a
probabilistic branching factor rather than a constant branching (Zhang & Korf 1995). We used the uniform tree model
mainly due to the following reasons, first, the static distribution model is good for cases having limited heuristic values (like sliding tile problems) but it is not a good choice
for problems having wide range of heuristic values across
problem instances (like TSP), and second, our study with
the relative error based model with other search algorithms
like AWA* (Aine, Chakrabarti, & Kumar 2007), Contract
Search (Aine, Chakrabarti, & Kumar 2009) provided good
correlation with the actual results on various real life problems (like TSP, 0/1 Knapsack etc). Also having the same
model (as used for AWA* and Contract Search) provides
a platform to analytically compare these algorithms (which
can be a future direction). Finally, it may be noted that the
basics of the formulation and ranking based methodology remains independent of the choice of models and can be easily
extended to consider probabilistic branching and other distributions for heuristic estimation. Another interesting future challenge is to extend the ranking model to consider inconsistent (Zahavi et al. 2007) and inadmissible heuristics.
It should be noted that the framework and the basic assumptions regarding the ranking remain equally applicable even
if we consider inadmissible heuristics. However, it would be
interesting to investigate the beam search progress under the
possibilities of heuristics over-estimation.
Improving Beam Search The analysis presented indicates that the expected quality of results of beam search

is critically and non-monotonically dependent on the beam
width choices. It also shows that the optimal beam width
choices can be selected using some properties of the search
space. A future challenge is to use these information to
improve the execution strategy of beam search depending
on the desired quality-time trade-off. The analysis can
also be used to provide a theoretical background to adaptive beam search approaches (Chu & Wah 1992a; 1992b;
Aine, Chakrabarti, & Kumar 2009).
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Conclusions

In this paper, we presented an analytical model to characterize the convergence properties of the breadth first beam
search algorithm. We studied the node expansion behavior of beam search using a uniform search tree model and
proposed a method to compute the expected convergence
of beam search using the search space characteristics and
the heuristic error distribution. The results presented explain the basic characteristics of the progress of beam search
and highlight its non-monotonic relationship with the beamwidth cut-off.
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